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Introduction

For those who do not know what Grafana is, it is an open-source metric analytics and visualization 
suite. Simply put, it’s a tool designed to help visualize time-based data.
Grafana is a fast tool as it offloads most of the demanding tasks, such as the rendering of graphs 
to the client. This allows the software to focus on providing the data for graphs and helps make it 
a perfect fit for the Raspberry Pi as there is less data to process.

The Grafana software has support for a wide way of different data inputs and even allows you to 
define alert rules on essential metrics so you can be automatically notified if something is not 
right.
One of these potential Grafana data inputs is the popular InfluxDB. InfluxDB is a popular database 
to accompany Grafana as it is fast and is “time series” based meaning each record comes with a 
timestamp. You will often see Grafana used to monitor system metrics such as hardware 
temperature and system utilization. It can even be used as an easy way to plot data, such as the 
weather throughout a day.
If you are after a way of quickly displaying data recorded by your Raspberry Pi, then you can’t go 
past Grafana.

Installing Grafana to the Raspberry Pi
Before we get started with installing Grafana to the Raspberry Pi, we should first ensure all the 
currently installed packages are up to date. We can do this by running the following two 
commands. These commands will update the package list and then upgrade all installed packages 
to their latest versions.

sudo apt update
sudo apt upgrade

To install Grafana to the Raspberry Pi, the first thing we must do is download the Grafana package 
from their repository. There are two different Grafana packages we have to pay attention to. One 
of these is built for the original Raspberry Pi and the Raspberry Pi Zero, both of which use the 
older ARMv6 CPU architecture. The other package is built for newer versions of the Raspberry Pi 
that make use of the newer ARMv7 architecture. Run the two commands relevant to the 
Raspberry Pi that you are using to download and install the Grafana package. 

Note: At the time of this writing, version 6.6.1 was available. Take a look at 
https://grafana.com/grafana/download?utm_source=grafana_footer&platform=arm to find the 
latest version

Raspberry Pi 1 & Raspberry Pi Zero 

sudo apt-get install -y adduser libfontconfig1
wget https://dl.grafana.com/oss/release/grafana-rpi_6.6.1_armhf.deb
sudo dpkg -i grafana-rpi_6.6.1_armhf.deb 

Raspberry Pi 2 and later

sudo apt install -y adduser libfontconfig1
wget https://dl.grafana.com/oss/release/grafana_6.6.1_armhf.deb
sudo dpkg -i grafana_6.6.1_armhf.deb 

The first command downloads the relevant Grafana Debian package file to your Raspberry Pi.The 
second makes use of the “dpkg” package manager to install the package that we just downloaded 
to the operating system. 

https://dl.grafana.com/oss/release/grafana-rpi_6.6.1_armhf.deb
https://dl.grafana.com/oss/release/grafana_6.6.1_armhf.deb


Our next step is to get Grafana to start at startup. Luckily for us, Grafana comes with a systemd 
service file. To enable Grafana to start at boot, all we need to do is run the following command.

sudo systemctl enable grafana-server

This command will tell the systems service manager to enable the service file called “grafana-
server.service”. The service manager will use this file as a guide on how to deal with the Grafana 
server.

Finally, let’s start up the Grafana server software by running the command below in the Pi’s 
terminal.

sudo systemctl start grafana-server

Connecting to your Raspberry Pi Grafana Installation

Now that we have Grafana installed to your Raspberry Pi, we will now be able to access its web 
interface. Before we do that though, we will first retrieve the local IP address of your Raspberry Pi. 
We can use this IP to access Grafana remotely within your local network.
You can get the IP address assigned to your Pi by running the following command.

hostname -I

If you find yourself accessing the Pi a lot you might want to consider setting up a static IP.

2. With your IP address handy, go to the following web address. Grafana’s web interface sits on 
port 3000 of your Raspberry Pi’s IP address.

Make sure that you replace “<IPADDRESS>” with the IP that you retrieved in the previous step.

http://<IPADDRESS>:3000

The first thing you will see when loading up Grafana is a login screen. On this screen, you will be 
able to login using the default admin user that was created when you first installed Grafana to 
your Raspberry Pi.The username for this user is “admin” and the password is “admin“. While the 
default password is super insecure, we can change it in the very next step.



When you first log in to the Grafana web interface you will be asked to change the user’s 
password. While it is possible to skip this step, we highly recommend that you do not. The default 
password is incredibly insecure and should be changed immediately. To proceed to the Grafana 
dashboard, go ahead and enter a new password then click the “Save” button.

Once you have logged in and changed the default password, you should now be greeted with the 
following screen. This screen means that you are now ready to start adding data sources and 
setting up your Grafana dashboard on your Raspberry Pi.

At this point, you should now have Grafana up and running on your Raspberry Pi and now be able 
to access its web interface.



I refer to the InfluxDB document where we created a database “grafanatest” which has a 
measurement/table ‘temperature’ we filled with (random) data. The measurements has, of course, 
a field ‘time’, a field ‘location’ and a field ‘value’. 
Our script filled every 5 minutes the measurement with 2 rows: a row with location=’Living Room’ 
and a random value between 0 and 40 and a row with location=’Bedroom’ also with a random 
value between 0 and 40.
Let’s graph both measurments.

Click on “Create a data source” and select ‘InfluxDB” from the list. Fill in the required fields. Scroll 
down and hit “Save & Test”. If the test fails, check your settings again, do not leave any default 
entries (greyed), type them. 

Once the test is succesful, create a dashboard by selecting “+”  Create  Dashboard.→ →



Now we need to hit “Add Query”.  You can use the guided layout or choose to type your query 
using the editor

You should have a query similar to this one 

SELECT mean("value") FROM "temperature" WHERE $timeFilter And location='bedroom' 
GROUP BY time($__interval) 

Note the single quote around bedroom. Using double quotes won’t work!
So, this will show the temperature variations in the bedroom. Next, select how you want the graph 
to look like



I wanted a graph with a line filled and showing all axes. Play around with the optoins to see all 
possibilities of Grafana. 
Scrollong down will show also the possibility to add a threshold and much more. Going nito these 
is beyond this basic set-up. So I refer to the manual for more details on this. 
Once all is set as you want it, hit the save button.
Give your dashboard a name eg: My dashboard. 
Now you can add a new graph/panel by clicking on the “Add panel” button



So, add a second panel with the living room temperature series, as you can see above. 

There is more to set in Grafana, so please explore and test. 



A bit more on visualising the data

Dashboards
Grafana lets you have multiple dashboards. Each dashboard is a set of panels, where a panel 
could be a graph, a single metric, or some text. You could have a dashboard with 10 separate 
graphs, or maybe just one huge number. We want to set up a simple dashboard that shows us a 
graph of the current traffic on my ADSL link.
Click on Dashboards on the left, then the drop-down arrow beside Home. 
Click New at the bottom:

On the new blank dashboard, click the small bar at the top left. That will expand out. Choose Add 
Panel -> Graph



Now you’ll get a graph with test data. Click on the title, where it says “no title (click here).” On the 
pop-up box, click Edit.
Click on the General tab, and set the title to “ADSL Throughput.” Click on Metrics. Grafana’s 
query editor works well for regular measurements, but it doesn’t currently work for derivative 
functions. We’ll use the editor to build up our query, and then switch to raw mode to finish off.
Next to FROM, click “select measurement” - this will change to a drop-down that should list the 
different measurements we’re collecting. We want “ifHCInOctets.” On the WHERE _line, click +, 
select “column” = “ADSL” You’ll need to choose one of your own interfaces, as defined in 
ports.txt. On the _ALIAS BY line, enter “Input.”
Click the “+ Query” button, and add a new query with the same settings as above, except select 
“ifHCOutOctets.”
Now we need to edit the queries in ‘raw’ mode. Your query screen should look like this:

Click the menu button in the top left, and click “Switch editor mode.” We need to add the 
derivative() function, because we’re collecting a counter, not a rate. We also need to multiply the 
result by 8, to get bps. Your queries should look like this:

SELECT 8 * derivative(mean("value"),1s) AS "value" FROM "ifHCInOctets" WHERE 
"column" = 'ADSL' AND $timeFilter GROUP BY time($interval) fill(none)

One more thing to do - click on Axes & Grid and click “short” next to Unit. From the drop-down, 
go data rate -> bits/sec. If you like, you can also enable Legend values: Min, Max, Avg, Current.
Click Back to dashboard. Click on the Gear icon near the top centre of the screen, and choose 
Settings. Give the dashboard a title, and click the Save dashboard icon.
You should now have a screen that looks something like this:

https://influxdb.com/docs/v0.9/query_language/functions.html#derivative


Play around with the time picker in the top-left of the screen, and try selecting & zooming into a 
time window. It will get more interesting as you collect more data.

Templating
That graph is OK, but what about having a graph per interface? Or having a drop-down list of 
interfaces, so we can choose which ones get displayed? This is where the Grafana Template 
functionality is useful. Click on the Dashboard Gear icon, and click Templating. Click “+New”
Set Name: _Interface, leave it at _Type: query, Data Source: snmp. Set the Query _to SHOW TAG 
VALUES WITH KEY = "column" and enable Multi-value selection. Click _Add. Close the Templating 
box.

Edit the original graph. Change each query to that it looks for the variable “$Interface” instead of 
‘ADSL.’ On the General tab, change the title to “$Interface Throughput.” Set Repeat Panel to 
“Interface.” Save the Dashboard.
There will be a drop-down list of Interfaces at the top of the Dashboard. Choose a different 
interface, and watch the graph update. Select two interfaces at once, and see how you get two 
graphs:



Annotations

One of the nice things about InfluxDB + Grafana is that it is easy to add events to a graph. These 
are called annotations. They could be anything - e.g. a link state change, or maybe a production 
code deployment notification. Here I’ve stored my events in InfluxDB, but you could pull them 
from somewhere else - e.g. Elasticsearch. Ideal if you have your syslogs going into an ELK stack.
For this example I want to add annotations when I start & stop watching a TV show on Netflix. 
This should show up in my traffic stats.
Go to Dashboard settings -> Annotations. Click “+New” and call it “Netflix.” Make sure the 
Datasource is set to “events.” The query should be: 
SELECT * FROM "alert" WHERE $timeFilter  
and for the Column mappings, set Title to “show”, and Text to “text.” 
Close the Annotations box.
Go to the CLI, and manually stuff in some events:

curl -i -XPOST 'http://localhost:8086/write?db=events' --data-binary 
'alert,host=srx,show=Spartacus text="Started watching Netflix" 
1445475780000000000'
HTTP/1.1 204 No Content
Request-Id: 9d7642cc-7ba3-11e5-81d9-000000000000
X-Influxdb-Version: 0.9.5-nightly-9633410
Date: Mon, 26 Oct 2015 05:37:15 GMT

curl -i -XPOST 'http://localhost:8086/write?db=events' --data-binary 
'alert,host=srx,show=Spartacus text="Finished watching Netflix" 
1445477318374301617'
HTTP/1.1 204 No Content
Request-Id: b6419d5f-7ba3-11e5-81de-000000000000
X-Influxdb-Version: 0.9.5-nightly-9633410
Date: Mon, 26 Oct 2015 05:37:57 GMT

Now we get annotations on our graph. Hover over them, and the tool-tip displays some more info:

One small niggle is that you can’t disable annotations on a per-graph basis, only on a  per-
dashboard basis. Still, it’s very handy.



Alerting

Grafana can use a lot of means/tools to inform you when something goes beyond a threshold . 
One option is to send an email. Before being capable of sending an email, you must specify your 
smtp server settings. To do so, modify the config file  grafana.ini located in /etc/grafana

nano etc/grafana/grafana.ini

and adjust according to where your SMTP server is located and what it requires

#################################### SMTP / Emailing ##########################
[smtp]
enabled = true
host = <your smtpserver>:<smtpport>
user = <yourlogin>
# If the password contains # or ; you have to wrap it with triple quotes. Ex 
"""#password;"""
password = <yourpw>
;cert_file =
;key_file =
skip_verify = false
from_address = <any.name@domain.com>
from_name = Grafana
# EHLO identity in SMTP dialog (defaults to instance_name)
;ehlo_identity = dashboard.domain.com

[emails]
welcome_email_on_sign_up = false
templates_pattern = emails/*.html

Save the file, and restart Grafana service and test

sudo systemctl restart grafana-server

Now you can test if mail is working by selecting Alerting  Notification channels.→



Should a test mail fail, activate the logging (see later) and check why it fails, take corrective 
actions and ztest again till it works.
NB: I was not able to test using TLS on port 587. I tested only on port 25, without TLS.



Location of some files

All files used by Grafana are defined in the script used to start Grafana. Edit this file

nano /etc/init.d/grafana-server

all locations are preset in the shell script to start the serice. If required, you can change them 
there. These are the defaults
        

GRAFANA_USER=grafana
GRAFANA_GROUP=grafana
GRAFANA_HOME=/usr/share/grafana
CONF_DIR=/etc/grafana
WORK_DIR=$GRAFANA_HOME
DATA_DIR=/var/lib/grafana
PLUGINS_DIR=/var/lib/grafana/plugins
LOG_DIR=/var/log/grafana
CONF_FILE=$CONF_DIR/grafana.ini
PROVISIONING_CFG_DIR=$CONF_DIR/provisioning
MAX_OPEN_FILES=10000
PID_FILE=/var/run/$NAME.pid
DAEMON=/usr/sbin/$NAME

The 2 most important ones for now are the location of the config file and the location of the log 
files

config file:   /etc/grafana/grafana.ini
log directory : /var/log/grafana



Logging

By default logging is off. If you encouter a problem, activate logging this way by making some 
changes in the configfile 

nano etc/grafana/grafana.ini

#################################### Logging ##########################
[log]
# Either "console", "file", "syslog". Default is console and  file
# Use space to separate multiple modes, e.g. "console file"
mode = file

# Either "debug", "info", "warn", "error", "critical", default is "info"
level = error

# optional settings to set different levels for specific loggers. Ex filters = 
sqlstore:debug
;filters =

# For "console" mode only
[log.console]
;level =

# log line format, valid options are text, console and json
format = console

# For "file" mode only
[log.file]
;level =

# log line format, valid options are text, console and json
format = text

# This enables automated log rotate(switch of following options), default is 
true
;log_rotate = true

# Max line number of single file, default is 1000000
;max_lines = 1000000

# Max size shift of single file, default is 28 means 1 << 28, 256MB
;max_size_shift = 28

# Segment log daily, default is true
;daily_rotate = true

# Expired days of log file(delete after max days), default is 7
;max_days = 7

Save and restart Grafana

sudo systemctl restart grafana-server

To view the log file, use one of these commands

cat /var/log/grafana/grafana.log 
tail /var/log/grafana/grafana.log 



Do not forget to disable logging again once your problem is solved. Logging might take a lot space 
on your SD card as well as it does a lot of writing on the SD Card and hence wears out the card 
faster.



Appendix: Visualize with RRDtool x Grafana

Visualizing your RRD file data with Grafana is a simpler way than migrating all data to some time 
series database like InfluxDB.

RRDtool
In general, RRDtool is used to generate images of graph for MRTG. But it supports JSON data 
export in ver. 1.4.6 or later. 

Grafana
Grafana support various time series database like Graphite, OpenTSDB, InfluxDB and so on. In 
addition, we can install plugins to support additional data sources. One of those plugins is 
SimpleJSON  (https://grafana.com/plugins/grafana-simple-json-datasource). We can get JSON 
data from designated URL, and show it in graph on Grafana.

Grafana RRD Server = https://github.com/doublemarket/grafana-rrd-server
This is a simple HTTP server written in GO. It can receive requests from above SimpleJSON, load 
data from RRD file and respond that data in JSON format.

Building RRDtool(MRTG) environment
I refer to my other documents written on how to install SNMP; MRTG and RRDTool. 

Note:  make sure the RRDTool is at least 1.4.6 or higer. To check, run

rrdtool
RRDtool 1.5.6  Copyright by Tobias Oetiker <tobi@oetiker.ch>
               Compiled Jul 12 2017 04:55:38

Usage: rrdtool [options] command command_options
Valid commands: create, update, updatev, graph, graphv,  dump, restore,
        last, lastupdate, first, info, fetch, tune
        resize, xport, flushcached

RRDtool is distributed under the Terms of the GNU General
Public License Version 2. (www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html)

Once you have followed these guides you should have something that looks like this.

https://github.com/doublemarket/grafana-rrd-server
https://qiita-user-contents.imgix.net/https%3A%2F%2Fqiita-image-store.s3.amazonaws.com%2F0%2F140282%2F87a220aa-eebf-0d9c-c3d1-31436232d01c.png?ixlib=rb-1.2.2&auto=format&gif-q=60&q=75&s=0bd6d58d328f59f527120d67ba0f1969


Installation of Grafana RRD server
Grafana RRD server also needs RRDtool. If you install it on the same host which we built by the 
above procedure, RRDtool has already been installed. But if you want to use another host (e.g. 
you've operated MRTG and RRDtool already and want to use those RRD files), you should check 
the version of RRDtool.

Next, we need to install Go. You can find installation guide in their official documents.
https://golang.org/doc/install

Finally, we install Grafana RRD server. In my environment, GOPATH and following ENV variables 
are needed.

export PKG_CONFIG_PATH=/opt/rrdtool-1.5.6/lib/pkgconfig/
export GOPATH=$HOME/go

In addition, following symbolic link also is needed.

cd /opt/rrdtool/lib/
ln -s librrd.so.4.3.5 librrd.so.4

Then, get the code from Github.

apt -y install librrd-dev
go get github.com/doublemarket/grafana-rrd-server
gunzip grafana-rrd-server_linux_amd64.gz

You can boot the server like this:

$HOME/go/bin/grafana-rrd-server -s 300 -r /var/www/mrtg/ &

By this command, Grafana RRD server will be booted using port 9000 by default. 
You can use the following options:

-h : Shows help messages.
-p : Specifies server port. (default: 9000)
-i : Specifies server listen address. (default: any)
-r : Specifies a directory path keeping RRD files. (default: "./sample/")

The server recursively searches RRD files under the directory and returns a 
list of them for the /search endpoint.

-a : Specifies the annotations file. It should be a CSV file which has a title 
line at the top like the sample file.
-s : Default graph step in second. (default: 10)

You can see the step for your RRD file using:
$ rrdtool info [rrd file] | grep step
step = 300

Now we are ready to get RRD file data from Grafana.

https://github.com/doublemarket/grafana-rrd-server/tree/master/sample/annotations.csv
https://golang.org/doc/install


Installation of Grafana (see above)
Grafana is not needed to be installed on the same host with MRTG. You can use another host if it 
can communicate with Grafana RRD server via TCP port which we configured above.

Extra installation on Grafana server
Install SimpleJSON plugin.

grafana-cli plugins install grafana-simple-json-datasource

Boot grafana-server service

sudo systemctl restart grafana-server



Configuration of Data Source
When you access to http://(hostname):3000, you can see the login screen. You can login with 
default login credential(admin/admin).

From Grafana icon on top left side, open the menu and click [Data Sources].

https://qiita-user-contents.imgix.net/https%3A%2F%2Fqiita-image-store.s3.amazonaws.com%2F0%2F140282%2F4ab7af36-131d-50ba-7e3b-fe321726a768.png?ixlib=rb-1.2.2&auto=format&gif-q=60&q=75&s=f46c6b31017a06aff7bf15efb1ea724f
https://qiita-user-contents.imgix.net/https%3A%2F%2Fqiita-image-store.s3.amazonaws.com%2F0%2F140282%2Fc368bc45-a8e4-4120-a43b-c141733b2a88.png?ixlib=rb-1.2.2&auto=format&gif-q=60&q=75&s=fee796a298d69244eec8da51d3a21d81


Click [+Add data source] and configure following items:

Item Value

Name rrd

Type SimpleJson

Url http://(Grafana RRD server host):9000/

You can see the message "Success" when you click [Save & Test], if everything is OK.

https://qiita-user-contents.imgix.net/https%3A%2F%2Fqiita-image-store.s3.amazonaws.com%2F0%2F140282%2Fb67e888a-2ea9-6017-3fd4-b6449786c991.png?ixlib=rb-1.2.2&auto=format&gif-q=60&q=75&s=7c3b4339105eee205acf32f597dd07fd
https://qiita-user-contents.imgix.net/https%3A%2F%2Fqiita-image-store.s3.amazonaws.com%2F0%2F140282%2F201ce4fb-ee07-0481-4e07-e12e8b97ab7a.png?ixlib=rb-1.2.2&auto=format&gif-q=60&q=75&s=def50af4d9d5cfc7aed5d553fe9eecdd


Create Graphs
After you create a new dashboard and add a graph panel, configure the panel like following.

• In 'Panel Data Source' pull-down, Select 'rrd' which we created above.
• In 'select metric' of query editor, you can see the list of RRD filename and DS name. Select 

one of them.

Now the data in selected RRD file is shown in graph panel. You can add 2 or more series of data in 
a graph by clicking [Add Query].

You can create similar dashboard with MRTG by doing same things again and again.

https://qiita-user-contents.imgix.net/https%3A%2F%2Fqiita-image-store.s3.amazonaws.com%2F0%2F140282%2F7dd65067-32e6-1ec1-bb07-d316377fd9b6.png?ixlib=rb-1.2.2&auto=format&gif-q=60&q=75&s=624ba49eb337c7fdbf60ea9837e6f4b0
https://qiita-user-contents.imgix.net/https%3A%2F%2Fqiita-image-store.s3.amazonaws.com%2F0%2F140282%2F40a46e98-4116-6e2e-2e0b-c711ce1232db.png?ixlib=rb-1.2.2&auto=format&gif-q=60&q=75&s=9bfc62b6094a8e766b09168269510aa2

